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Portland Noise Review Board 
Wednesday, January 13, 2021 

6:00 PM 
Zoom Meeting 

Portland, OR 97201 
 

MEETING MINUTES 
 
Present: Kerrie Standlee, Destiny Wright, Ernest Harris, Mary Sipe, Michael Wallace, Paul van Orden 
 
Staff: Michael Montoya 
 
Minutes: Katherine Couch 
 
Call to Order:  Kerrie Standlee 
 
General Public Comments 
   
Jamie Dunphy- Not currently working for the City of Portland, but previously served as Commissioner 
Fish’s Senior Policy Director and Arts Liaison and the primary author of the Arts Affordability Plan and 
speaking on behalf of that plan.  
 
The local art scene needed help long before COVID 19.  The current music scene has virtually no spaces 
in which to practice or play music. These spaces have been demolished in favor of condos, legacy music 
venues and many others have closed due to complaints of new neighbors. One way the Noise Review 
Board can help is to help recommend moving the office responsible for noise enforcement from Civic 
Life to the Bureau of Development Services. National best practices include locating a program primarily 
dealing with permits and enforcement into an enforcement and permitting bureau. The infrastructure is 
already provided, and has more objective standards, proper enforcement authority and equitable 
practices in place. Noise Enforcement should not be the role of the already overburdened police, 
particularly at a time when the public is demanding changing the role of law enforcement and removing 
institutions of structural racism. Civic Life should listen to arts and music community, communities of 
color, and the Police Bureau.  
 
Lori Hughes Killen- Member of Music Portland Policy Council, and President of the Board of Directors of 
Music Portland, and over the last twenty years, has been in several roles. Many venues are historic 
landmarks or historic neighborhoods preceding new construction. Complaints from new neighbors have 



 

caused multiple venues to close or modify their entertainment. The Portland Police Bureau target hip-
hop music. Moving to Bureau of Development Services is in line with national best practices. 
 
Bruce Fife – President of the American Federation of Musicians Local 99. 
Portland Police Bureau does not have the proper training, which leads to built-in inequity and no long-
term solutions. The venue on NE Alberta (Solae’s) had to go to a code hearing due to one neighbor 
complaining.  If suggestions of the Livability program would have been accepted by the code hearings 
officer, they would have had to shut down the music at 10:00 pm. At the same time, The Know, a white-
owned business operating within a few blocks did not have a similar experience regarding noise 
complaints.  The different outcomes appear to be the result of racism and listening to one neighbor. 
Additionally, at Civic Life there is a lack of staff. Bureau of Development Services (BDS) has several code-
compliance officers. For the noise program to fully function, there needs to be proper staffing, handled 
by noise, not the police, and to move back to BDS. 
 
 Meara McLaughlin. Representing Music Portland. Music Portland connects constituents in the live 
music community, including artists and venues. The noise program should return to the Bureau of 
Development Services. The Portland music scene is widely known, and a part of Portland’s identity. 
When the noise program moved from the Bureau of Development Services it changed from a neutral 
process to a non-neutral and political approach. Trained noise inspectors were replaced with armed 
police response. Objective data was replaced by subjective data and personal bias. Structural racism is 
built-in to the process. At this point in time, any type of sound, including music, is deemed incompatible 
with community life. Without change, we are denying the same rights to Black, Indigenous People of 
Color (BIPOC) music and fans that other genres don’t have to address. There is even bias in the name 
“noise”. The current governance of sound threatens equity, success, and the survival of Portland’s music 
culture. The music community will continue to monitor and contest policies that represent bias against 
local businesses. Replace the current practice with more thoughtful approach. Promote the reality that 
sound is part of urban life. Return the program to the fully funded Bureau of Development Services. 
 
Eben Hoffer – Music Portland board member and recording engineer. The noise program should return 
to BDS. They have a strong office and objective technical standards equally enforced. In a complaint -
based system, there is inequity built in by its very nature of who feels empowered to complain. 
Equitably. The Portland program is understaffed and inefficient. Other cities, such as NYC and San 
Francisco, have larger staffs and are thinking more about the soundscape approach, where data is 
collected, and locations and zoning are tied together in the urban sound. Noise program needs to be in 
the building program. Buildings and Planning should work together on zoning codes and rules. 
 
David ‘O.G. One’ Jackson - Co-Director of the LEAP (Leadership, Equity and Advocacy Project) Initiative at 
Music Portland and involved in the Portland music community for twenty years. Co-founder of Portland 
Hip Hop week, Hip Hop Collective, and official DJ for the Portland Trailblazers. The BIPOC music 
professionals are affected by the current noise program at Civic Life. Sound should be governed by BDS. 
People use the excuse of noise complaints to call the police. BIPOC voices are isolated and unheard. A 
person at the noise program said “nobody wants to hear that kind of music” when obtaining a variance 
was tried. Another example is a Black-owned venue in a commercial area that received several 
complaints of people who “didn’t want the element” around their neighborhood. The police showed up, 
discovered the venue was compliant with the decibel limit, but the presence of police created the 
perception that led people to think it was a dangerous environment. This pressured the owner to close. 
The current structure amounts to taillight policing (looking for suspicious activity without a concrete 
reason with Institutional and structural racism built in). Music is part of the pulse of this city. 



 

 
Chris Hubbard-agrees with other comments. 
 
Michael Montoya - Strategy Innovation and Performance Manager at Civic Life. Michael had questions 
for the presenters and will wait until the board gets to the part of the agenda for board discussion of 
public comments. 
 
 
 
NRB December 10, 2020 Zoom Meeting Summary (Minutes) 
 
Destiny Wright made a motion to approve the minutes as written. Mary Sipe seconded. Kerrie Standlee 
added a friendly amendment to separate the two hearings with a space between the heading of the 
board discussion and decision.   

Destiny Wright approved the friendly amendment.  The vote was as follows: Destiny Wright “Aye”, 
Mary Sipe “Aye”, Michael Wallace “Aye”, Ernest Harris “Aye”, Kerrie Standlee “Aye”. Motion passed 
5-0 

 

Board Business 

General public comments for Board discussion 

Michael Montoya 

Asked if any members of the public issued any formal complaints about Office of Community & Civic Life 
to the Portland Police Bureau or any Commissioners or anyone else pertinent to the claims of structural 
racism, bias, inequities, racism. Have they communicated this set of proposals to elected officials about 
moving the Noise Program from Civic Life to BDS or issued formal complaints about the Noise Program or 
Civic Life related to inequitable treatment on noise and sound issues? It would be helpful for him to 
respond without duplicating their efforts or speaking out-of-class. Jamie Dunphy stepped in and said that 
after having spent five years as Senior Policy Director for Commissioner Nick Fish, and the next six 
months as Senior Policy Director for Mayor Wheeler, along with being primary Arts Liaison for City 
Council for four years, the answer is yes. Conversations are happening at the highest level, as well as at 
the staff level and bureau level. It is still an ongoing conversation, previously being primarily 
Commissioners Fish and Eudaly. Commissioner Hardesty’s office has been very involved and has been 
copied on tonight’s presentation. There are still ongoing conversations with former colleagues about this. 
Copies of the testimony just heard today was submitted to Commissioner Hardesty’s office so she would 
be aware and not be taken by surprise. The Commissioner’s Senior Policy Director, Derek Bradley, was 
kept in the loop. City Council as a whole body has not received testimony or shared the set of proposals. 

Bruce Fife added that he was part of a task force under Mayor Hales that included police, fire, BDS, 
musicians and Office of Neighborhood Involvement. These were all the issues that they were talking 
about at that time. Under the direction of Starchild, the task force led to some of the hip hop shows at 
City Hall. The task force came together to create a way to bring all City departments together for a one-
stop shopping center for everything needed for events in one place, including noise permits, fire permits, 



 

and any other permits needed for events. The idea never moved forward under Mayor Hales. This has 
been a reoccurring, vicious cycle, and many are done with it. They need to see change happen.  

Meara McLaughlin reminded those in attendance of the ongoing struggle for racial justice in the streets 
of Portland and beyond, and that this is one actionable step that can be taken to reduce some of the 
harm that has been done.  

David ‘O.G. One’ Jackson 

Those are some of the issues Starchild and O.G. One took on personally. It stemmed from a systematic 
shut down of venues heavily populated by the specific genre of hip hop, so they went to the City to try 
and broker an understanding of getting to a place of racial equity, where everybody’s job was done well 
and with no communication gap or misunderstandings between different departments of the same city. 
There was a lack of knowing who in the City to go to with complaints or concerns. Communities felt like 
they didn’t have a voice at all.  

One positive action stemming from these meetings was the formation of Hip Hop Day and the LEAP 
project.  The LEAP Project is to gather the voices of the BIPOC community and make sure they are heard 
and taken seriously and limiting targeting. Noise is one part of many issues. 

Eben Hoffer stated that this was part of broader pattern of the Livability Center, stretching back to the 
2011 closing of Seasons. There were a couple of high-profile lawsuits coming out of that. There was also 
Fountaine Blue, and another lawsuit. In the case of Solae’s, since it was one person complaining, it didn’t 
end up being a Title 18 issue. Police ended up being called. The police used the Time, Place and Manner 
violation that originated in the Liquor Licensing program in the same bureau. The Liquor Licensing person 
ended up being the Livability Manager, and they got involved in Solae’s, using Time Place and Manner.  
There is a pattern of shifting things to different programs within the bureau if they can’t find a violation 
in one, they can then go to a different program to make complaints seem valid and use another system to 
shut down a venue. This has been a cause of Civil Rights lawsuits and a major source of conversation.  

Ernest Harris said that the reason he’s on the board right now is because he has experienced some of the 
same issues that have been brought up at this meeting. At the time of the Fountaine Blue closure and 
lawsuit, he was also putting on events and experienced the same thing as they are talking about.  

Paul van Orden stated that when the previous noise inspector took readings at Solae’s they could not find 
a violation of Title 18. At one point, the establishment had an issue with sound bleeding out through the 
back door, so they bought a new back door, which seemed to resolve any noise problem. This brought 
them into full compliance of the code. It was brought forward to a code hearing based on complaints and 
not a noise violation. 

Meara McLaughlin- Although their focus was on Black owned businesses, this also happens to white 
owned businesses. In the case of a country bar, condominiums were built within three feet of the 
establishment. After receiving multiple noise complaints, the Fire Marshall reduced the occupancy rate 
from 300 to 49. Noise is the top of the spear, and a daisy chain to all other things.  

Kerrie Standlee – When the Noise Program was within BDS, there seemed to be more coordination and 
communication between zoning and noise. Currently, none of the various agencies work together.  

Destiny Wright– Had no idea this was an issue and appreciates the music community bringing this to the 
board’s attention.  



 

Mary Sipe – There’s a larger picture. She has had personal experience with other types of noise, calling 
the police and discovering their selective approach to enforcement. This is an opportunity to start a 
discussion to the broader level, with coming up with guidelines as to when to call the police for 
involvement. She also feels that a move to Bureau of Development Services is the appropriate place to 
move the noise program.  

Eben Hoffer – This issue is time-sensitive. Legislation is being passed to incentivize construction with no 
clear balancing policy on how to protect venues.  

 

Michael Montoya – Shared that he was open to this possibility of moving the program to BDS, and has no 
opinion at this point, but is listening for the reason it needs to be at BDS instead of Civic Life and wants to 
make sure that if it’s moved to another bureau it will be successful and equitable. Structurally, BDS 
policies seem to be pinching most on the cultural life and livability of the city. Our former Livability 
Manager, Kenya Williams was a champion of the exact issues being discussed tonight and has voiced 
these concerns consistently. Bureau Director Suk Rhee is also a champion of equity principles. The 
argument needs to be as strong as possible and successful. Civic Life wants communication and policies 
between bureaus to be robust and cooperative. 

 Past Month Complaints Overview – Noise Office Update 

In December, the program had several complaints about loud home stereos. There is no geographic 
breakdown on the locations of complaints. Altogether there were ninety complaints. 

 Fifteen were stereo complaints, followed by construction complaints totaling fourteen, twelve of which 
were construction outside of regular construction hours.  

There were nine complaints about revving engines, seven leaf blower complaints, and six generator 
complaints.  

Five complaints were about band practice, with another five HVAC units, five car stereo complaints, and 
four complaints about power tools. 

 Another four complaints were regarding garbage truck noise, and two more on unidentified sounds.  

Fifty-five of these ninety complaints warranted letters being sent. The noise control officer indicated 
getting less cooperation from the people being complained about than usual. More penalties will be 
issued.  

Board Member Appointment Status – Noise Office Update 

Reappointments for second terms for Destiny Wright and Ernest Harris have been approved by City 
Council.  

Early Morning Concrete Pour Guidance – Committee Update 

Mary Sipe has almost completed gathering data. The subcommittee will have another two meetings and 
then guidelines will be drafted and then draft guidelines. Destiny Wright would like the public involved 
in the process.   

2021 Board Workplan – Board Discussion 



 

Mary Sipe supports moving the Noise Program to the Bureau of Development Services and suggests that 
this be the number one priority, followed by garbage truck noise and the appeals code moving from City 
Council to Code Hearings Officer. Paul van Orden said to identify what things to put energy into to 
address with Council. Mary Sipe changes her suggestion to the priority the list to keep the move to BDS 
the most important issue, followed by education to the public, garbage truck noise, and funding/staffing 
levels.  

Michael Montoya – would like to see a comparison of needs from 2001 until the current time. Focus 
should be put into deciding if a listening tour task force is needed or not. The focus should be on culture, 
events, and construction. 

Destiny Wright agreed with Michael Montoya and Mary Sipe. Ernest Harris and Michael Wallace had 
technical difficulties and were not able to provide input.  

The discussion on early morning concrete pour guidelines will be moved to the February 2021 meeting.  

New Business – Items not currently on the agenda 

There was no new business, but Destiny Wright had a topic for the good of the order. She would like the 
office to send login information in a Google Calendar invitation.  

 
Next Meeting – Wednesday, February 10, 2021 
Destiny Wright moved to adjourn the meeting. Mary Sipe seconded the motion. The meeting was 
adjourned at 7:59 pm. 

 


